Longview Tax
Longview Tax delivers the most comprehensive Tax Technology system, with the expertise
to solve your tax data challenges and manage your end-to-end tax cycle
Tax Challenge
Global corporations face severe challenges in trying to manage, control and make sense of enormous volumes of tax
data spread across disparate systems. Many tax departments still rely on manual, time-consuming methods,
making transparency and efficiencies difficult to achieve. As close deadlines continue to tighten, more and more
CFOs, controllers and tax executives are looking for an end-to-end technology solution for the global accounting of
income taxes.

Longview Tax
Longview Tax delivers the transparency and accuracy demanded by tax authorities, auditors, and corporate
stakeholders, from CEOs to finance executives to shareholders. Longview’s proven technology gives tax
departments the tools needed to manage the vast volumes of tax data generated by today’s enterprises and
streamlines tax processes for maximum efficiency.
The Longview data hub centralizes and
consolidates tax-sensitized data for both direct and
indirect taxes, providing a single data source for all of
your analysis and reporting tasks.
Capturing your tax sensitive data at the source and
managing it separately from the traditional financial
close process provides Tax with greater flexibility
around modelling, querying and
analyzing of their tax specific data.
With Longview Tax, the database
structures are tax based, providing full reporting
flexibility for tax and eliminating the need to keep
additional workpapers in Excel. By providing a single
source for all tax data, Longview Tax enables them
to support every aspect of tax data management and
helps tax teams achieve rapid and sustainable gains in
efficiency, transparency and auditability.
Longview Tax automates even your most complex calculations, simplifying global tax accounting and eliminating
riskyspreadsheet-based activities. All while centralizing and accelerating your most important tax departmental
processes. Longview Tax gives you the tools needed to help your business achieve its most important goals.

Your Starting Point for Tax
•
•
•
•
•

Greater visibility into your data
Increased efficiency in your processes
More time for analysis and planning
Reduced risk and better control
Predictability and confidence in your financials

Customer Results
50% reduction in reporting time
30% to 70% increase in analysis time
Elimination of global spreadsheets
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Longview Tax

Longview Tax is:
Task Management – a robust and comprehensive calendar, workflow and document repository
Provision/Reporting – a comprehensive solution for global tax accounting and reporting for all jurisdictions
worldwide, with complete support for ASC 740 and IFRS/IAS 12
Planning – advanced analytical capabilities and intuitive reports for forecasting and modeling tax outcomes
Global transparency – data collection and reporting to support global tax transparency and country by country
reporting
Data hub – a dynamic central repository for all your tax information
Research – access and alerts for updates to accounting standards, rules, and regulations, precedents and peer
reports for improved footnote and disclosure reporting

The Longview Tax Advantage:
Integrates seamlessly with your general ledgers and all major tax compliance systems
Reduces time you spend gathering and reconciling data, so you can focus on analysis and planning
Gives you multiple deployment options: application in the cloud or on-premise
Mobile dashboards and reports to access your tax data from anywhere
Longview Tax has been built for and tested by hundreds of global customers
Longview enjoys a 95%+ customer retention rate
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